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Information listed in the
1976-77 Student Directory
will be Name, Year, Classification,
phone
number,
address. To withhold information, students must go to
the Student Activities Center, SUB second floor, before
Sept. 7.
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Tobias-' Disclos·es
Two ·committees
$16,000 in Red
By Ruth S. Intress
Unknown to committee members· until yesterday, the
'ASUNM Speakers and Film
Committees have a joint deficit of
$16,000 from last year, said
ASUNM · President Damon
Tobias.
That report was later confirmed by Mike Roeder, assistant
director of the New Mexico
Union. ,.The main factor behind
the deficit is the inability to
make legitimate projections of attendance at the speakers and
films," Roeder said.
Tobias said, "The Speakers
Committee members, which were
told the deficit was between
$3000 and $5000, didn't know of
its growing size because the
business office hadn't completed
its final audits."
Speakers Committee member
Stuart Novins said, "Our selections for the speakers panel were
based on the deficit figure of
$3000. It is a distinct possibility if

we had known the deficit was
more than twice that, we might
have made other decisions on the
speakers and the amount of the.
honorariums they receive."
Sam Girgus, also a committee
member, said, "I have no idea
what I would have done had I
been presented with information
on the deficit. I had the understanding there was no deficit."
Novins said, "I for one am puzMike Roeder
Damon Tobias
zled by the failure of the
responsible officials to give us a
correct deficit figure earlier in eluding projected funds' due to because most of the speakers mittee not keeping proper recorcome in this semester through have already been contracted, ds." However, the recordthe season."
Committee Chairwoman Porter keeping procedures will be
student
fees, Roeder said.
Tobias said, "The committees
Dillan
said.
changed for this year's Senate by
One· half of the $16;000 deficit
had planned to carry their own
deficits but with their increased must be paid this semester, he
"If we should lose our shorts having the secretary keep a
size, there is no way they can said. "But if the Senate has the on the first major speaker, then constant, updated set o·f records,
clear understanding that its next the Speakers Committee is in he said. Before this change in
carry th'em now."
procedure, it took 45 days for the
Roeder said the best way to budget will be responsible for the financial trouble," Tobias said.
Business
office to send back an
remaining
$8400
·deficit,
I
have
take care of the deficit "would be
Roeder said, "If the speakers
updated
balance,
Tobias said.
to go ahead and pay it all this approximately $13,000 this year program does fail this year,
contingent liabilities," ASUNM Senate will have a much
year, however we don't need to for
The Speakers Committee's
Roeder said.
be that conservative."
smaller budget next year."
deficit is $7,285 and expected to
The ASUNM Senate has $4800
This year's speakers program
Tobias said the deficit last year go up $2500 more when a final
left in its budget for this year ex- will not be changed by the deficit was partially caused by the "com- invoice is checked.
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SUB Still Lacks
Kitchen Inspection
By Rebekah Szymanski
The temporary food service
''
:-!"'"
establishment'
upstairs of
[['
t·t the SUB, whichinisthe
··~:
once again the
i I
Casa del Sol, has failed to have
any sanitation ins.pections by the
Albuquerque Environmental
Health Department (EHD) since
it went into operation at the
beginning of last summer.
Last July the LOBO reported
that no inspections had been
made on the upstairs food services and that health ratings on
the establishment had not been
posted as is required by the
EHD.
Since then, no inspection has
been made and the health ratings
have not been posted.
Abe Lucero, health inspector
assigned to the UNM campus,
said
that
New
Mexico
environmental
health
laws
HokonaHal/
require that inspections on all
food service establishments be
made once every six months "but
according to our law (The
Albuquerque Environmental
Health Dept.) it's once every
three months, and we've just
changed it this July to once every
By D.M. Flynn
be able to lift a hammer or paintbrush until.May. month," he said.
"We went to the Student
Renovation of Hokona and Coronado Residence 20," said Schulte.
The renovations to .date include: rooms in one Union this Tuesday to have a
Halls will not be completed until next fall, Bob
Schulte, UNM Housing and Food Service Director, wing of Hokona were retiled, the parking lots Coke but we didn't go upstairs.
behind Hokona and between Alvarado and But I know conditions wer(,l pretsaid.
Schulte said that the intended completion date Coronado were paved, more sidewalk footage ~as ty crowded this summer even
of the project was Aug. 15, 1976. Bids were not placed in front of Alvarado, new key systems were before school started this fall,"
opened, however, until last June and some of the installed in Hokona and Coronado's community he said.
"I know it had an 'A' ~ating
companies were not able to complete the orders in bathrooms were remodeled for greater privacy.
Other problems arose. The remodeled war- until it got remodeled," Lucero
time for thls semester's incoming residents.
Schulte said that when the bids were submitted drobes were originally intended to be worked on said, "but I don't know what it
·
t es of t he state pemtentiary.
·
·
has now."
The former
in June, most of the companies stated that if the • b y mma
request had been made earlier, i.e. May, the com- warden, however, was not willing .to, aJJow t,he.. .Rick Jones, Food -..5l.M·vice
.pletd.on dat~ of Aug. ·L5 would have been possibie. inmates to work on the project. "This put a damper manager for the Ne.w. Mexf.ao
All renovations are now expected to be completed on the project which then had to go out on bid," Union, said last July that inspec·
Schulte said.
tion ratings had not been posted
by fall of 1977.
The
costs
of
all
the
renovations,
including
because they had not had enough
A letter was sent to the students describing the
parking
lots,
new
locks,
new
furniture,
paint,
and
room
to post them and because·
status of the renovations, Schulte saiQ. He added
tiles
amounted
to
approximately
$675,000
while
the
oper-ation
was only ternthat no work would be done during the semester so
porary.
as not to inconvenience the residents. "We won't the cost of the furniture will run $338,000,.
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Bidding Opened Too Late

Dorm Changes .stalled

"There's no violation if it's not
posted, really," Lucero said. "If
there's not a letter posted then
it's basically the health department's own fault. But once that
permit is issued we're the only
ones who can take it."
The last inspections made on
the SUB were made in April and
May of this year before the entire
food services were moved upstairs. The area received 20
demerits on April 13, and according to an unsigned report,
received 8 on May 13.

New Eatery
Shuts Down
After 1 Hour
The new food services in the
downstairs of the SUB opened
this Tuesday at 2 p.m. for a trial
run but closed down within an
hour because the fire ex·
tinguishing system was set off by
the hambu,rger~ machm'O?, sald
food service employees.
•
Betty Baker, assistant food
service manager, said the food
services reop_ened Wednesday
and will be in operation from 7
a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
The top floor of the SUB
which
until
Wednesday
housed the entire food services
area;•1s·ortee again the Casa del
Sol, serving only Mexican food.
The downstairs food service is
set up to resemble a McDonald's
Burger Chef and is accessible
directly from the outside of the
SUB.
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Rosa's I U.S. Practices Bomb
~I c
t•1na I Flights Over S. Korea
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Under New Management

1
1

WASHINGTON (UPI)-U.S.
I
Best Bluegrass
1 Air Force B-52 bombers are
1
conducting practice bombing
1 Chec;~pestBooze
• UNM's Closet Country Bar
missions over South Korea while
all American military forces
remain on "a high alert" status,
the Pentagon said Tuesday.
Ladies Night 1/2 Price
A pentagon spokesman said
'Talent Night
the bombers, based in Guam,
have been flying daily practice
missions since Friday. He said all
L.B. Cottonwood
the flights have been south of the
Sl Shots of Cuervo Gold demilitarir.ed zone (DMZ).
The bombers are part of
American reaction to an incident
last week in which North Korean
Ozone Express With
soldiers killed two U.S. officers
' Starberry Band l-4 also
in the DMZ.
The spokesman said three B·
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52s were involved but declined to
say what type of weapons they
carried .
The aircraft carrier Midway,
the cruiser Gridley and four
frigates are operating off the
coast, below the 38th parallel
which separates North and South
Korea.
The U.N. command and North
Korea have agreed to meet in
Panmunjom
Wednesday to
discuss communist guarantees
for the safety of U.S. soldiers
inside the DMZ. The meeting,
the 380th since the 1953 ar·
mistice, was requested by
President Ford.
Since the incident, in which
four other Americans and five
South Korean soldiers were
injured, the United States also
has stationed two fighter-borqber
squadrons in South Korea.
Ford
designated
special
representatives
to
attend
funer.als for the slain U.S.
officers. Rep. Benjamin A.
Gilman, R·N.Y., represented
Ford at the funeral of Maj. Ar·
thur Bonifas at West Point.
Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C.,
and Rep. Floyd Spence, R·S.C.,
attended the funeral of Lt. Mark
Barrett, which was held Tuesday
at Columbia, S.C.
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·New Glasses?
Rimless with lensi!S
any color combination.
Special orders custom
made $33.50 for i' short
time only

Casey Rexa/1 Drug
[Ne•t to Cosev Optical Co.l

4310 Lomas NE
(at Washington)

Phone 255-8736

By United Pross lntemat1onal

Ford Drops Morton
VAIL, Colo.-President Ford Wednesday dropped Rogers c.
B. Morton as his compaign manager and replaced him with James
B~ker, the Texas lawyer who masterminded Ford's nomination
vtctory over Ronald Reagan at the national convention.
~ord annOt~nced .this and other changes in his campaign staff
dunn[( a sessiOn Wl~h reporters outside his chalet. He aiso said'
h~ Will hoi~ campatgn strategy sessions Thursday and J<'rtday
wtth runnmg-mate Robert Dole, Vice President Nelson
Rockefeller and former Treasury Secretary·John Connally.

Woman Seeks Her Share
OMAHA, Neb.-A woman told by her adoptive parents that
she was part American Indian has filed suit to open sealed recor·
ds of her adoption. If successful, she may get a share of a
multimillion-dollar tribal settlement.
Bonnie Eva McKain, 25, filed suit in Dougias County District
Court. She was adopted by a Sarpy County couple when she was
less than a year old. Mrs. McKain's lawsuit notes she has been
told by her adoptive parents she has one-quarter. Blackfoot Indian
blood . .A'! a result of that, she may be entitled to part of a recent
$5.6 mtlhon government settlement with the tribe.

Soviets Try US Smugglers
MOSCOW -;-Three Americans, who have pleaded guilty to
, drug·s.m ugglmg charges, say a mysterious Chinese drug mer·
chan: m Amsterdam lured them into trying to sneak $2 million in
herom through the Soviet Union.
.
The three pleaded guilty in Soviet court Tuesday, and faced
sentences of up to 10 years in prison.
The trial resumed today before a three-judge panel which was
expecte~ t? hear testimony from customs inspectors who found
the herom m baggage belonging to the three men .

Rep. Howe Sentenced

~~LT LAKE CITY -Congressman Allan Howe, facing ~ dim ,
pohtJcal future and possible disbarment, Wednesday was given a
30-day suspended jail sentence for trying to buy sex from two
police decoys posing as prostitutes.
District Court Judge Bryant Croft gave the freshman Utah
Dem?crat 60 days to pay the cost of his two-day appeals trial as a
condition of suspension of the jail term.

'Equality Day' Begins
"Equality Day" happenings start today-the 56th anniversary
of the day women got the vote.
·
But the "shoulder-to-shoulder for the Equal Rights Amend·
ment" events in some places won't take place until Saturday
Aug. 28-a non-working day.
'

UNDERGRADUATE
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PROGRAM
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BROCHURE OF COURSES
IS AVAILABLE
at the
HONORS CENTER

l'Jfl"vir'l

Philosophy club will hold its first meeting Fri.,
Aug. 27, at 3 p.m. in thp lounge of the Cifth fioor of
the Humanities Bldg. Dr. Hubert Alexander will
speak on the "Purpose and Format of the
Philosophy Club."
The UNM Simulations Association will meet
Sun., Aug. 29, from noon to G p.m. in Rm. 110 in
the Law School. All people interested in war
gaming and simulations arc invited to attend.
Welcome back! Enjoy the welcome·back potluck
· supper at the Newman Center on Las Lomas
Road, Sun., Aug. 29,7 p.m. Freel! Bring a friend.

"Birth Without Violence," a film by Dr.
FredrickLeboyer, will be presented Fri., Aug. 27,
at 7:30p.m. in the Kiva.. The Film will be followed
by a panel discussion involving both physlctans
and parents-who have used the method.

W e I COme
to Ul\Il'~ ~;~:7aoo
located in the
Coronadoshopping

A schedule of these one-credit hour seminars with descriptions is available at the
Honors Center office (west end, ground floor of the Humanities Bldg.).
Courses are open to all undergraduates - no prerequisites. Emphasis is on
discussion and student participation. Enrollment is limited to 15 students.
For more information, come to the Honors .Center or call ext. 2201.

Ban k,\.mericard

:\IastcrChargc
Hat~h's

ea••ds & gifts
invites all students to
come and visit their store.

Jewelry • l~rcc gift wraJ•J•ing • {;;uullcs
• I•ostcrs • '! adcty of gii'i.~ •ll;tllma••l.: cards

2SUNDAES
Regular Size

Dairy Queen Brazier

University
Dairy Queen

has it allFood & Dessert

2 For

Price Of one
••

Wllh
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~special'

Advisor Helps Solve Proble171s

By Anna Poole
As she opened the catalog she
said, "It's easy. If a student
wan~s to
know the group
reqmrements for A & S (Arts &
Sciences) I hand th'em the
catalog, tell them to turn to page
78 and ask them to read it. If
there is anything he doesn't
understand, I explain it to him."
Barbara Innis, a special ad·
visor for University College,
with the help of her husband Jim,
has committed most of the 448page UNM catalog to memory
because she uses it everyday,
and she is blind.
A Special advjsor since 1972,
Innis describes her work as
"greatu.
Photo by W. T, Hunt
"The students are great, the
Barbara Innis
other advisors are great and the " norma l peop I e with solvable them the students could read the
staff is great," she said.
problems," She said, "There's folder and she could interpret.
Innis said each student has a the added benefit of seeing the Innis said, "Reading is the least
different problem or question;· results .. "
technical part. Anyone can read."
the changes and variety are
Innis feels the students leave
Deans Potter and Huber had
infinite.
reservations when she applied her office understanding better
She enjoys working with
for the job of special ad visor the way to figure a grade-point
students which she described as since it entails so much pape; average or the difference bet·
work. But Innis explained to ween earned hours and at·

Committee
Positions
Available

By Bradley Martin
Positions on ASUNM student
committees are available to
students carrying six or more
hours.
"These committees are excellent ways for people to get
involved in student government," said Damon Tobias, president of ASUNM. "We have openings on all but the Film and
Speakers Committees."
Tobias said committee members should show a willingness to
Jearn, a willingness to work and a
genuine interest in University
activities. Experience is an asset
but not a necessity."
Special emphasis is being
placed on the faculty committees
with student representation and
the New Mexico Union Board
which administers the Student
Union building, Tobias said.
Most committees require
weekly attendance but a few are
more active-members of the
Teacher Evaluation Commit·
tee may work up to thirty
hours monthly, he said.
Most of the committee
positions are non-remunerative,
but about half the chairmen are
paid. Tobias said, "This is mainly
an extracurricular activity.
Considering the time you put in
as a chairman, the pay isn't that
good."
Interested students should ap·
ply at the ASUNM office on the
second-floor of the Student
Union Building. Applications
must be submitted by Thursday,
Sept. 2.
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Hlstory
lUAtory Dluks in
387-001 Latin Ameriea.
~ Swahili
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Mon·Wed
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Art Ed.
I 100..(104
Se.
I Pol.
352.001
1English
110.002
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Creative Cra(ts
in Elem. School
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African Polities

African Literature
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.. (at Washington}.
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At Thai Speed, The 403 Pages Come Across
With More Impact Than The Movie.
You can do it, too. So far over 550,000 other people have done
it. People who have different jobs, different IQs, different in·
terests, different educations have completed the course. Our
graduates are people from all walks of life. These people have
taken a course developed by Evelyn Wood, a prominent
educator. Practically all of them at least tripled their reading
speed with equal or better comprehension. Most have in·
creased it even more.
Think for a moment what that menas. All of them-even the
slowest-now read an average novel in less than two hours.
They read an entire issue of Time or Newsweek in 35 minutes.
They don't skip or skim. They read every word. They use no
machines. Instead, they let the material they're reading determine how fast they read. And mark this well: they actually
understand more, remember more, and enjoy more than
when they read slowly. That's right! They understand more.
They remember more:'They enjoy more. You can do the same

thing-the place to learn about it is at a free speed reading
lesson.
This is the same course President Kennedy had his •Joint
Chiefs of Staff take. The staff of President Nixon completed
this course in June 1970. The same one Senators and
Congressmen have taken.
Come to a Min-Lesson and find out. It is free to you and you
will leave with a better understanding of why it works. One
thing that might bother you about your reading speed is that
One thing that might bother you about your reading speed is
that someone might find out how slow it is. The instructors
The instructors at the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Free
Speed Reading lesson will let you keep your secret. It's true
we practice the first step to improved reading at a MiniLesson and we will increase your reading speed on the spot,
but the results will remain your secret. Plan to attend a tree
Mini-Lesson and learn that it is possible to read 3·4·5 times
faster, with comparable comprehension.

SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS
You'll increase your reading speed
50 to 100% on the spot!
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p.m.
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250-C

Student Union Building
·University of New Mexico
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Mondaf
6:30-9: 5 pm
M·W·f
1:30·2:20.
•
M·W·F
10:30·11•20
AIUt.

II
I
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Problcm8
Further information concunlng
and JocationB can be obtained from Arro·
American Sludfeg, 1819 Roma,N ,E., 277-5644
or 277·5645 1 Director, Or. lbrold "Bailey.
Four work·study positions are now open.
Apply illntc;rcf;ted, 277-5644.
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THE EXORCIST IN 58 MINUTES

I
I

12:30·3:20

: Casey Re1tilll Drug

iS:

BUT EVELYN WOOD GRADUATES CAN READ

~

Ed. Fdn. Problem

1

I

Tue-Thur
9:30·10:45
M·W·F
8:30-9:20
• Tuc·Thur
9:30·10:45

Of course there was one Lime,
during the energy crisis when
she ran into a little trouble. "I
have trouble with lights so when
I come in in the morning I turn
the
on and leave them on "

,.,

Incredible

1 Afro-American Studies
I
1
I Course Schedule, Fall1976 1
1
The Black
Community
Foundations
of Edutatlon
Foundations
ul Educations

she said.
The receptionist had used Mrs.
Innis's office to makE' phone calls
during lunch and turn<.'d off the
lights.
Mrs. Innis came back from
lunch and took her first ap·
pointment for the afternoon into
her windowless office and shut
the door.
After about a minute of total
~ar~ness the student asked,
Ma am, do you suppose we could
have some lighl'?"

(1)

It Sounds

,.,.---------~-1

Am. St.
313.001
Ed. Fdn,
290.001
Ed. }'dn.
i 290.003

tempted hours because the
students have been a part of the
figuring process.
Blind since grade school, she is
a graduate of Oklahoma State
University with a Bachelor's in
Psychology. She has always been
active in people-oriented work.
She has done volunteer work for
the Vocational-Rehabilitation
Center, Suicide Prevention
Center and is the Albuquerque
president and state vicepresident for the National
Federation for the Blind. She is
also a member of the Advisory
Council to the State Library
Commission.
Only on one or two rare occasions in the four years that she
has worked as a special advisor
has Innis sensed any uneasiness
felt by the students due to her
blindness.

z

Telephone 266-732.2 ..

1
1

Stude~t

Tuition Plan Availeble

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
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Book Prices Up 25% Over Past 3 Years
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Editorial
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Welcome Bacl<!
(Part II)

a

u
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With over 22,000 students, faculty and administrators on campus, OJ)e wonders where they all eat.
..,;
The Student Union Building certainly isn't the answer. At the
"' end of last semester, the SUB had three dining areas. Now those
~ three areas have been temporarily jammed into one inconvenient
P.. location on the second floor of the Union Buildin(:l. We admit that
in the past there have been standard, almost cliche jokes about the
quality of the Union's food. But, it has always been accessible.
Now the food service has taken on the a. ;pearance of a chuck
wagon with lines of lunch-time students, faculty and UNM employees all scrambling for a place in line and a chance at the last
spoonful of beans.
And what is the villain in this bumper-to-bumper, body-to .. body
mealtime congestion?
Renovation is behind schedule in the Union Building.
An attempt has been made to provide another food area but, due
to careful planning, the hamburger machine set off the fire extinguisher.
As we pointed out in a previous editorial, "Welcome Back! No
Hard Fillings" it seems, many things are behind schedule. So this
brings to mind another question. Did all activity on this campus
shut down during the summer?
It would appear that at least the renovation of the Union and the
street repairs certainly did.
In tne case of the dormitories the request for construction bids
was released too late; Now because of this too coincidental

z
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/Prejudicial Stupidity' of Tennis World

~
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Editorial

Board

Uhsigned editonals tepresent a
majority opinion of the Da1ly Lobo

Managing Editor
Teresa Coin

News Editor
Joseph Donnelly

municating with the convinced,
am not sure that anyone can say
what he is convinced of in viewing
this opera.

Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt

Arts & Media
Bill Barrett

Sports Editor
Tim Gallagher

UNM Chess Club will hold regular meetings
this year on 'rhursdays, beginning Aug. 26, at 7
p.m., Rm 231 B·C in the SUB.
UNM Rugby practice will he held on 'l'uesdays
and Thursdays at 5:00 p.m. on Johnson Field. All
Ruggers please attend.

IT IS NOT the form of opera, nor
of celebration literature, nor of
allegory, nor propaganda' that explains the failure of this work-the
failure is symptomatic of something
much deeper, something implicit in

Anyone interested in helping with the recon·
slruclion and operation of the ASA gallery, please
cnll Clair~ at 898·8681.
First week gl'tting you down? Rt'lax and meet
some friends at the continuous open house at thr
Newman Center on Las Lomas Rd., today through
Aug. 28. Free cookies, co!rce.

The Autobiography of Alice B.
Toklas and most of the other

Tht• Gradual{' Student Asso('iation is lcm·
porarily located in Rm. 248, S1.1fi. Phone 277-3803.
Offic(' hours arc Monday-Thursday, 10-4.

writings of Stein. The problem is
that a first-rate subject matter has
gotten into the hands of a third-rate
intellect. A woman who chose to
live her life sequestered from her
countrywomen and outside the
political scene writes about an opposite personality, and she does
not realize there is a difference.

Th<" N<"W Mexico Wh('elmen are sehl.'duling
bicyrlt' rides every Sunday alB a.m. Tht•y offer a
2·hour slow·pnced ride nnd a 4·hour ride for themore e~pcricnced, Starting point is Popejoy Hall
box off1ce. Open to ridC'rs over 13. 4·hour riders
bring water and snack, Road captains with tools
nnd supplies will be on l'llch ride. For more in·
formation call251J.98!l::\

CONTACTS?

Bring your Rx,or Ju•t come by... we Pl•o
cloun
polish, oil solutkm• ...
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Casey Optical Co.
!Next door to Casey RoxoU Drug)

4312 Lomas at Washington
Phone 255-6329
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TRAL
if 7- 4Lt%
NE\J t1EMSERG \JELCOME
ACROSS FROM

U.N.\'<\.

ASUNM Registration Committee will hold
votf'r rrgistration for all intf't(>5lcd students at
BandcliN East from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. {'V('f'Y day.
You nt•cd to register to hl'romc a r('sident. For
mort' inrormation call Davr Montague at. 277·2178.
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7:30

UNMArena
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THE SANTA FE Opera this
season has presented some very
fine women, as in the Violetta of La
Traviata, and some very complex
women, as in Salome. Beside
these characters, Susan B.
Anthony is a shadow, and the
brilliant surroundings will not save
her from the final impression that
history might have done just as
well without her. It is time for some
tough-minded woman to geUnside
her soul and tell her story in a threedimensionr.l fashion, in a stage play
or a biography, or first a biography
then 3 stage play, This Is not the
. stuff of fantasy but the very spirit
which can and should last. Perhaps
out of this celebrated disservice to
Anthony's memory will arise a
woman to do the job properly-one
who, like Anthony, is at the center
of the movement for women's
rights.
Advertising Manager
Harry Chapman

Copy Editor
Karen Moses
Ken Walston

WA"!LOM JEMM:MOS

W1LL%E MELSOM

'

we're paying 5%. /o
0

Whcthrr your cookie jat• has the dai~y deposit
- - tlai1v wiliHlrawal or long: tcrnt ~avmgs plan .
one thfnp: it doesn't feature is inlcl'est! Thaf"
whet·r \\·'E rontr in! Our savings arrounts offer
thr hi•dtrRl l'aleR allowed hy law. And that
rould ·;dd up ln a lot of rookie jars!

JESS% COLTER

TOMPALL

Convenient Hours
·~·

9:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. Mon. through Thur.
9:a.m. to 5:00 Friday
security

c1~)
savings

GENERAL STORE
GOLDSTREET CIRCUS

Central at Girard

LPGOODBUY
ALBUQUERQUE TICKET AGENCY {In Coronado)

2828 Central SE

CANDYMAN In Santa Fe
SUB BOX OFFICE for student discounts

268·3361

).,

''

these services work at a deficit
so when all the funds are combined, there really is no profit,"
Jackson said.
Jackson added, ."If th!• motH'Y
didn't come from hen•, it wouJ(J
come out of the students' pockPts
somewhere else, like in tuition.
We could cut prices, hut that
would also mean cutting ser.
v1ces, such as taking retur11<'d
books," he said.
"I can certainly understand the
students' complaints," Jackson
said. "I complain about rising
costs, too."

ASUNM-PEC PRESENTS THESE

ONLY THIS explains the
genuineness of the domestic
scenes and the almost grotesque
public scenes. Behind the dazzling
colors, the recognizable stock impressions of Adams and Webster,
the music's surface charm, lies an
insipid, even dangerous impression
that Anthony has not and should
not have a personality outside the
home at all. The overall effect of
the piece is to negate the values
which are trumpeted in the
foreground, and seem to be the
very lifeblood of the women's
movement of yesterday and today.

Staff. All other columns, cartoons

and letters represent the, -opimon
of the author and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the staff.

Wanl to Jearn how to dam·e? Ballroom Dance
Club meeting, 7·9 p.ri1., Rm. 101, Corlisle Gym,
every Friday.

Opera Fails as a Woman's Vehicle

the avantgarde of the 1948 New
By Wilson F. Engel Ill
THE SANTE FE Opera sports an York theater, would revile such a
work!" Well, I do, and not even the
outstanding group, from singers to
stellar singing of Mignon Dunn
managers to technicians, and its
expertise was marshalled to daz- (Susan), or James Atherton (Jo the
planning of late planning, confusion reigns in food, transportation, zling effects in producing The Loiterer), the direction of Peter
and housing.
Mother of Us All on Wednesday, Wooq, the spectacular scenery and
We submit a humble proposal that New Mexico Governor Jerry Aug. 11, 1976. With all the costumery designed by Robert
Apodaca fly in a helicopter over the campus and declare the area a potential invention and energy in Indiana, the lighting of George
disaster area. At least his way the University could be visited by the such a group, it is a shame such a Schreiber, the conducting of
Red Cross and supplied with the basic necessities of life. Or at least poor opera was chosen as a vehicle Raymond Leppard, the comforwe could receive some federal funds to complete the SUB elevator in which to display such talent. But, table and scenic theater at Santa
that wasn't finished.
you will say, "This opera celebrates Fe, can save this trivial work from
its own mediocrity.
Or better yet, we believe this University should start doing some Susan Brownell Anthony, was written by the redoubtable Gertrude
careful planning and carry through with it. Too often delays in Stein, and was scored by the
construction or any major activity is held back because the eminent Virgil Thomson! Surely
SUSAN B. ANTHONY was not
pa~erwork is being held up on someone's desk while they are only a woman-hater, insensitive to
Gertrude Stein. Anthony, who
fought valiantly for women's rights,
eatmg lunch off campus.
IIIII IIIII 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 0 p j 0 j 0 n 111111 II 111111111111 flllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll was a radical in the basic sense of
the word-she struck at the roots
of inequality of the sexes. She was
associated, not with flighty fictions,
The question is whether an
By George Gesner
The 42-year-old tennis star has
but with a group of dedicated
individual has a right to the choice
The human race is achieving the attracted a great deal of adverse
revolutionaries who brought us out
of sex for one's self or whether one
heights of prejudicial stupidity in publicity for the simple reason that
of the stone age of women's rights.
must necessarily abide by the
refusing to accept Dr. Renee she has divested herself of a
She had a tough mind and she
concepts of general society. It is
Richards, controversial tennis- previous masculine form and
knew how to act. She does not
palpably unfair that Dr. Richards be
world figure, as the woman she chosen instead the body of a
need the domestication or the alterjudged by her peers or the general ego household companion of Stein.
wishes to be.
female.
public for having the courage to
She deserves to be more than a
achieve
a sex other than the one stone statue and was certainly a
by Garry Trudeau
DOONESBURY
she appeared to have been born force to be reckoned with in her
with.
time. Stein cannot, or at least will
~~&P8YH$~~8Y
There is little question but that a not, conceive of Anthony in these
''!X>G!; EW.YWY E/..S/3 {}O IT?"
7H& HOtiS& erHIC5 COMMITT&~
small segment of humankind feels terms.
IS CAPilVI- HILL IN FACT
CON<JRESSMIW VENTURA HAf; UVE/.£P
deep dissatisfaction with the sex to
7££11/NG U/ITH PAYROL/..&0
5&R/()(/S OfAR6/iS AT IllS Pli&RS,
NON-7YPIS75?
which they have been born. There
~RON13lY IMP/.Y!Ne 7HAT 7HI31!45T
MA.IORITYALSO EMJA6£ IN QI/5Sis a smaller segment of the human
ONE MIGHT argue that any
770NAB£& HIRING PR.4CTifF=5.
race who have reflected the
celebration
of a departed heroine is
courage shown by Dr. Richards.
better
than
the oblivion that seems
Regrettably,
the
Richards
to
have
enveloped
her. Not so. An
change in sex has created a most
artist
has
a
responsibility
to do
distressing situation at the Tennis
to
her
subject
matter,
and
justice
Week Open in South Orange, New
opera
has
always
lent
itself
to
a
full
Jersey, where 25 of her fellow
professional tennis players chose to development of character as well
boycott the tournament because as situation. The mingling of
they couldn't accept her on an historical periods and allegorical
personages might have been
equal plane.
justified
if the issues and figures on
Chris Evert, head of the
the
stage
were clearly conceived:
Women's Tennis Association, said
15 5110/BEHAV/r:R REAUYAs
but
they
were
not. And the music
that all
members of that
FIRST 115m !XJR/N(J 7JI&
Pl?liVAI.ENTAS V&NTIJRA aAIMS?
the
otherwise
adept Thomson
of
organization would boycott the upHARIJING APM!NISTRATION,
''60 M!Nl!T65" 513T0/JTWITH A
to
clarify
the
issues.
did
little
coming U.S. Open in Forest Hills if
7H5E (lJL(}RF()£, F/JJAT/N(J
CAMERJI. CR5tiJ TO 56& FOR OIJRDr. Richards is allowed to compete
ALIBIS HAVE OOTTW 7Hti
5/ii..VEI5. FIRST SltJp: A ctJNPO!OHAC
FOR
YeARS
..
there.
Miss Evert shows the imC3R!iSSIONAL HOIJSEBOATI
"BUT SHOULD propaganda
maturity and lack of courage
allow
the strictures of an art form to
present in segments of our society
limit
its
impact? Isn't it true that all
today. Those who boycott her are
knowing women will understand
not God, judge or jury.
implicitly?
Isn't the purpose of this
Dr. Richards should be allowed
to
solidify sympathies, to
kind
of
art
to compete and become a part of
speak
to
our
own unvoiced
the tennis scene as a normal
thoughts,
or
to
provide
a symbolic
woman. To treat her as a freak, a
framework
for
the
apparently
human
untouchable
or an
athletically unacceptable woman chaotic present movements of the
same kind?" I answer, if art is comwould be tragic.
Editor-in-Chief
Susan Walton

paper, pens, novelties, bes~
By Elizabeth Budd
As the semester gets under- sellers, but very little from acway many students are galled by tual textbooks. If textbooks were
the great increase in book prices.
all we sold, we would be working
Prices have jumped as much as at a loss.
25 per cent over the last three
Jackson said the bookstore
years, said A.O. Jackson, receives no subsidies from the
manager of the UNM Bookstore. University except for the land
Twenty per cent of that has been and the building it occupies. "We
over the last year, said Carl pay for everything including
Christensen, manager of Living utilities such as electricity and
cooling. We aren't even allowed
Batch Bookstore.
to
use Work-Study students
Jackson attributes the past
because
we can afford to pay for
year's "super jump" to inflation
finally reaching the consumer our own help," he said.
The UNM Bookstore is part of
market. "It takes a year to 18
months for the production the Auxiliary Services of the
process to be completed. The UNM campus. These include
increases in paper, printing and such services as housing, the
binding prices a few years ago Student Union Building and the
are now hitting the market," he golf course. All of the profits
from the bookstore go into the
said.
Jackson said, "Transportation Auxiliary Service 'fund. "Some of
costs played a big part in the cost
increases. Most books are
printed in the East, stored in the
East and shipped out here."
"However," Jackson added, "I
wouldn't be surprised if the
UNM Bookstore is the most successful University bookstore in
the state."
With most New Mexico
University bookstores working
at a loss, the UNM Bookstore has
a rate of 5 per cent profit.
Jackson attributes the UNM
success to the larger and better
facilities. He said, "We can carry
expanded lines of non-book items
because of more room, and
therefore
we
get
bigger
discounts.
"-Almost all of our profit comes
from selling T-shirts, notebooks,
MON- SAT
10-6
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Outlaws on the Loose
The Outlaws (Waylon Jennings, Willie Nelson,
.Jessi Colter, Tom pall Glaser}/RCA AP£1-1321
Review by Lynda Sparber

Ontlaws may be an anthology of songs by
different artists, but it is no K-Tel "Greatest Hits"
album.
The artists have had no "best of'-type albums on
their own and Outlaws does not represent the best
of any of the artists. What the albu?,' does do_ is
introduce the public to the realm of pro~r.essi~e
country," presented by the best four musiCians m
that area.
The music of Waylon, Jessi, Willie, and Tompall
is a hybrid of Nashville country and the country·
rock style of the New Riders and the Grateful
Dead.
The songs on the album (only three are new
releases) range in variety from country-type blues
to honky-tonk desolation to two-step boogie.
A virtual rarity among recordings today, the
album groups together cuts of the same ge?er~l
mood. Husband and wife, Waylon and J ess1, f1ll

side one with some songs on their own and a joint
effort, AM chart hit "Suspicious Minds" (the best
cut of the album, followed closely by "Good Hearted Woman"). This. side offers laid-back, cry-inyour-beer mellow listening.
Side two is a little livelier, with some downright
terrific shit-kicking stomps on Tom pall's two cuts.
The duets by Waylon and Willie are dynamite,
but the star of the side is Willie with "Yesterday's Wine," worth scratching the other songs on
the album to single out.
The album cover tribute by Chet Flippo
bemoans the lack of recognition and the struggle
these artists have had to put up with to get where
they are. The sad thing is they have a lot further to
go, despite a few gold records among them, their
audience is still sadly limited.
What these musicians have needed is an album
like Outlaws. It may not represent their best, but
it shows them as better than good enough.

aq

Three QBs Are Friends On and Off Field
I
I
I
.I

!

I

(Editor's note-The Outlaws, along with Jodi
Payne, are playing in the Arena tomorrow night.}

Scenes from the Counterrevolution
It's Raining In Santiago, directed
by Helvio Soto, is ~urrently
showing at Don Pancho s.
Review by Rodger Friedman
What was in history a complex
economic power play on the part
of U.S. corporations against the
free Marxist state of Chile in
1973, has in art become a war
movie in 1976.
The Sept. 11, 1973 coup d'etat
against Salvador Allende is
dramatized on film in It's Raining
In Santiago. But the film chooses
to concentrate on the exciting,
action-packed storming of the
Presidential Palace rather than
the intense pressure which
capitalistic interests piled onto
the Chilean middle class prior to
the coup. There is almost no
mention in the film of ITT's wild
fear of Allende, nor of their role
in creating the scarcity of goods
which eventually ate away
Allende's popular mandate. The
CIA's role and the motives of
Anaconda Copper are also kept
very much in the background of
the film in order to allow more
time for gun battles.
The subject matter would offer
a good film maker a tremendous
opportunity for exploration into
the political implications of the
coup, or into the World Chess
Game foreign policy of Henry
Kissinger and the Nixon Administration. But, sadly, It's
Raining In Santiago advances
embarrassingly little political
analysis.
Instead, its producers show
their sympathy to Allende's
government with cheap characterizations of Pinochet's forces as
classic, hook-eyed Nazis who do
terrible sadistic things to good
people. The leftists are all young
and
Pinochet himself

Today on the ffiall

The ffiime Experiment
Each summer for five years The Mime Experiment, a professional
theatre company and school, tours parks and squares throughout
New Mexico bringing free live theatre to many who normally do not
see theatre. The Experiment's specialty is com media, a slapstick form
which originated in Italy during the 17th century. If you have a few
minutes to spare this afternoon and want a good laugh, catch The
Mime Experiment on the Mall this afternoon, starting at 1 p.m. It's
free, courtesy of the ASUNM-PEC.

CONTACTS?

Bting your Rx, or Just coma by.,,We abo
doan polish, allaolutkm• ...

Casey Optical Co.
{Next door to Casl'ly Rox.nll Drug)

4312 Lomas at Washington
Phone 255-6329

Welcome Back!
We hope you had a pleasant summer. . •
•
Seems early to think about Thanksgiving and Christmas butthe ,Airlines advise us that group fares (like you used last year)
will be discontinued. If they ar~ reinstated we will have them for

yo;~u can buy excursion tickets at similar savings but government limits the number available.
.
.
Call or see us soon concerning early reservations and conditions.

Have a GOOD YEAR!
T·Bird Travel
3205 Central N.E.

265-5961

----

*SPECIALS *SPECIALS*SPECIALS*
While they last ...Some one-of-a-kind!
SAVE$250

Receiver

Marantz

lurntable

SAVE $200

Receiver

®PIONEER"

Turntable

Speaker

Speaker

CASSETTE DECKS

m8XE!II.
FREE

The leader. Always has been.

'

S-track tapes

one:46 with two:96's reg.

FREI;: ANTENNA
N/2~

with purchase of ...

4?~-+:

I or II

the CB that will not become obsolete!

'0o.
lfl HEADPHONES
rJI Select Group

0

~

3011" Monte Vista NE • 255-1694
Just east of Central & Girard, near UNM

0
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FINANCING AVAILABLE • WE TAKE TRADE-INS

~S'Ds FOR OVER 26 YEARS

"
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a hateful, lying Machiavellian.
We also have the breathbaiting scenes straight out of
Combat!: duels of fire between
machine guns and tanks, molotov
cocktails and firebombs. The only
difference is the characters. It's
the workers versus the fascists
rather than the Allies versus the
Germans.

It's Raining In Santiago is one
of the first cinematic interpretations of the coup against
Allende. Perhaps it was made in
shallow haste. It turned away
from
its
opportunity,
or
responsibility, to go deeply into
North American and Latin
American tensions in politics.
Instead it is a movie of heroes
and villains.

!
'

By Tim Gall~gher
There's a war going on at the
football practice field every
afternoon for the starting Lobo
quarterback position, but you'd
never know it to hear the adversaries speak.
The friendly battle is raging
between Clarence Jones, Noel
Mazzone and Casey Miller and
the three get along fine.
"We get along real well," said
Miller. Said Jones, "We try to
lend each other a hand if we see
one of us having some trouble."
The trio is battling to fill
graduated quarterback Steve
Myer's shoes. The tussle began
last spring in practice. The three
sophomores were recruited as
quarterbacks and, as Jones puts
it, "When they recruited me they
just told me, 'We're looking for
someone to back up Steve (Myer)
this year. You'll _get your chance
in the spring.'"
The struggle is still apparently
a tight one, as none of the three
has been able to emerge as the
clear-cut leader. "I know we're
all close together," said Miller.
"We have to be, because if one of
us was way out ahead, then the
coaches would be concentrating
on him more."
Mazzone concurs. "We're all
really evenly matched. Each of us
has an advantage on the others in
some ways. For instance, I think
they both throw the ball better
than I do." And Miller says,
"Noel runs the option better than
Clarence or I."
Miller, who'll be 19 on Sept. 7,
has been around. He was born in
Portland,
Ore.,
lived
in
Milwaukee, Wise., Stockton,
Calif., and finally spent his high
school days in Tempe, Ariz. He
was disappointed in his performance during the spring prac-

tices, out of which Mazzone
emerged as the leader.
"It was a really poor spring for
me," said Miller, who·is as softspoken as his counterparts. "But
I'm really beginning to feel
comfortable now. I've been
playing much better these past
few days."
Mazzone, 19, was born in the
state of Washington and lived in
Idaho for a time. He now hails
from Raton making him one of
the few Lobo quarterbacks in
recent years to come from New
Mexico. Mazzone is the only one
of the three who played varsity
quarterback last year. He threw
only one pass, but rifled it for a
touchdown against Fresno State.
Being a local product "puts a
little more pressure on me," says
Noel, "but not murh. The people
are all real good to me and being
this is my home state there are
more people I want to impress."
Jones, called C.J, by his
friends, will be 19 on Sept. 29,
just 11 days after the Lobos'
opener in El Paso against UTEP.
C.J. was born and raised in
central Los Angeles where he
quarterbacked his team to a
third-place finish in the California State Tournament.
Jones' journey to the quarterback slot is an interesting one.
"I started off last year and was
ahead of Noel as Steve's (Myer)
replacement until I had a hip
injury. Then there was some
NCAA regulation about how
many people you could suit up.
So in order to play I had to suit
up as an end and double at quarterback." But this year when
spring practice started C.J. was
back at trying out at quar·
terback, and says he'd only go
back to end as a last resort.
Since Mazzone is the only one

Logos Agonistes
The Orphic Theatre of Albuquerqae will present its premiere
performance in the Humanities Bldg. Theatre on the UNM campus
from Aug. 26 through Aug. 29 (Thurs.-Sun.). The play, Logos
Agonistes by William Weldon, is a philosophical vau~ev1lle based on
the writings of Goethe, Kierkegaard, Dostoevsky, Nwtzs_che, Blak~,
Baudelaire, Rim baud, Rilke, and Hesse, among other_s. Like Hesse s
Magic Theatre, it portrays a journey _through the J_TIU}tlple aspects of a
single being (in this case a dra;natic yoet wh_o 1s m the process of.
writing the play which the a_u~I~nce ~s watchm~). Structurally and
thematically, the play has affm1tJes w1th Cocteau s Testamen~ of Orpheus and Eliot's The Wasteland; it also has the hallucm_atory
qualities of Ulysses in Nighttown. Incidental sound and mus1c are
from Pink Floyd, Leon Russell, Jim Morrison, Grateful Dead, Fugs,
Temptations, and Frank Zappa.
. .
.
Performances begin at 8:15 PM. Admission I~ $2.5~ for gener~l
public and $2.00 for students. A short play, Opemnq N•ght by David
Benedetti (one of Albuquerque's finest young poets), will be
presented as an extra attraction. Tickets at the door only.

Important Student
Directory Information
The following information will be listed in the 1976-77 Student
Directory on each individual UNM student
Name, Year Classification, College,
.
Local Phone Number, Local or Commutln~
Address and City, Permanent Address, Cdy
State, and Zip Code
1i you do not wish this Information to be published, plea_se go t_o ~he
Student Activities Center, Second Floor, New Me~1co Umon Bmld~ng
(SUB) before September 7, and fill out the appropnate form requestmg
that your name be deleted.
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By Marty Zimberoff
Is she or isn't she? Yes,
Therese Sullivan is returning to
school and will be competing for
the UNM Women's Tennis Team:
In a phone call to Coach Larry
Lindsay yesterday, Sullivan said
that after consulting her parents
and Lindsay's explanation of her
scholarship eligibility, she
decided to return to school.
"She apparently reassessed
what two more years of
education meant to her and
decided to return," Lindsay said.
Coach Lindsay said, "She
didn't understand scholarship
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The battle for the Lobo quarterback position is a friendly one as you can see from the
smiling faces of the three candidates; (from left) Casey Miller, Clarence "C.J." Jones, and
Noel Mazzone.

with varsity quarterback experience some feel the Lobos will
be weak at that spot this year.
Jones begs to differ. "At
Southern Cal, people used to say,
'There'll never be another Mike
Garrett.' Then 0 .J. Simpson
came ·along and there· was never
going to be another O.J. People
think that way about Steve
(Myer). I can't say one of us will
be as good as Steve, but in two or facilities this year are much betthree years, you can't say what ter," he said as the VIP press box
will happen."
smiled down in approval.
Each QB candidate is optimistic about this year's team.
"We've jus' got to keep
C.J. said, "This is a young team, working and whoever does the
but I know we have the ability to best job will be the number-one
jell quick."
quarterback," said Mazzone. "We
Noel is impressed by the at- wouldn't want it any other way."
titude toward this year's team. "I Yet, all three were unanimous in
think the school has been saying that if they didn't nail
treating us great. And the

down the number one spot they'd
just have to work at it harder.
None would quit.
Miller said, "You never know,
we might never get a number-one

quarterback. We could just alternate all year.''
And they'd still all be friends.

-----so¢-
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eligibility rules and I told her to
Lindsay called Sullivan Thurthink about it."
sday night and told her of the
Scholarship eligibility states scholarship rule, but, "at that
that a student must show time she said it didn't matter to
continuous improvement in a her,'' Lindsay said.
four
year
degree-granting
college in order to receive
Lindsay said it would be "no
scholarship benefits.
problem
getting
Therese
With Sullivan returning, Lind- enrolled.''
say said that the team should be
comparable to last years' team.
The incident began last Thursday when Lindsay received a
letter from Sullivan stating she
would not return to UNM this fall
because she was disenchanted
with school.
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Albuquerque's 1st
Bisexual Disco
and Game Room
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113 Alvarado N.E.
(behind Kap's)

Sidewalk
Sale!
'

This Saturday, Aug. 28
Pants-only $4.00
Shirts-$4.00
lobo
•
Plus a large selection of leather coats,
shoes, knit shirts, and suits.

2120 Central SE 243·6954
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Sullivan Will Come Back to UNM ·

R bit of Orphic Theo.tre

(!)

Art
Supplies

men's
shop

Now Open 7 Days
At Our New location
2312 Central S.E.
255-7086
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1'""1

3.

Jr;WJSH STUDEN'I' UNION·!Iillel will have our
first Shnhbot dinner nf th!i your nl the Inter·
.,_, nnllonnl C<·ntllr, 1808 !,as Lomas NI•;, Cull Wendy
rn 2!!9-1502, Bob 266 910!1, Carol 277·5191 to make
~ res~rvalions. H/27

~

SOMI•;'riMES Wl![<JN TilE whole thing gt•ls to
bll too mu~h, H ill'lps to talk ubout it. lL doesn't
~ have to be a rnnjor crisis-maybe class<•s [Ire a
"drug or you'ro really down·-nnd just talking with
0 another student can help. Phone AGO~A nl 277·
H 3013 or come I<! the NW corner of Mesa Vista.
>-, R/27
;::l

<t:l

J5

~ MAil-~. -ao~ hu;tin"ii~ -i~t~b~-~;~~;-~-~b~-;ty-;~~;,~;
o:l sm•ks childfree nonsmoker femule. Yours for the
00 asking. P.O.
-··- _
u T•'ftESUMEN: WAN'l' Small interesting class for
':;.:1 C!Nlil'/ General Studies '111-006 'l'hurs. 1:30-3:20,
~ Come by Honors ~enl~r.__8131_ _ ___ --------·
,2:; HO~'lA'S ..CAN~riNA offers 25¢ dr11ws for after·
!$ noon cruisers; bring UNM ID until 7 p.m., 867Cll 998S. 8/31

Bo~13056,_871l_2. _81_2~.

~ m:·nmiJSr<:xuAL

?;y~J;;

TiiA.NsvEsTi;i;illiii
00 logy grndunle student conducting r<•st•urch. All
ell information confiduniial, Call 293·1•100 after 6:00,
bD 8/27
o:l

•-

---- ----- -·

P.., KAREN S., I'd like to get in touch lignin. Ph.
265-404:1, Sylvia J,, . ~/31

__ -·

WAN'l'f:JJ: SOCGI•:R COACH for 15 enthusiastic
U 10 yen1· olds. Must be willing to rlonnte 5 hours/
W<wk for 1O·week full scnson and 8-wcck spring
season. l,ols ofpurenta~S!IJlP__o~t:_293 4335. _!131
I•'H~m MgAL: Sunday 8/29 Potluck, 7:00 p.rn,
Aquinns Newman Center, 1815l,ns Lomas Rd NE,
Food :wd drink provided by our community. Wel<'Ome- -·bad<. 8/27

2.

LOST & FOUND

l.OST: IHISII WOU'JIOUND puppy 5¢ mo, fc·
rnnle, gray, 90#, Brindle, whih• chest blaze. Please
"'''P· a~<1 6312. 9/1

SERVICES

4.

Cl!II,DRI'lN'S CREA'J'!VE DANCE Classes by
Elizuboth Waters, nsslstcd by Meredith Wake:
lund, Heglstralion 'fhursd11y September 2, 1976.
Heights Community Center, 823 lluena Vista SE,
3:00 5:00p.m. 9/l
.....__._.,_ ~~ ..~~- --· .. ·~----~~--~---~-~----~~~-~
MASSAGE- I,JCENSED, 2~8-4718 Steam Ref~~~ll}l\:Y· Callf_<>~J.'.PP~·-~~~·- 8/3:(_ ______ _
PAHKING HASS!,ES'I Spucos available !-block
from SUB. $20/serncster'. 266·3663 (10:30-5pmJ.
B/30
rirur,LYDANCE -iNS'l'nuC·rroN near campus,
All· levels, specializing in advance technique.
Naima, 208·6277, 8/30
RIDES! RIDEs!"limESJ ... 265·9860 or (303)449fl670. 917
BEI,LY DANCiNG CLASSES. $5 weekly at the
Blue Harcllrn 255·19fi7. 9/15
Mcriiimri -'l'RlJ<iKERS ·s·rum:NT--,;;o;i~g- and
hauling, dcpendault•, rcllnblu. Cull mom at 299·
1501 CVNiings, 9/3

FOR SALE

FJNLARGEHS FOH SALF;. 35mm, 2·1 1/1 square,
4x5. Excol~eJ11_~a_r:_g<~':"·_2~~:~~~~:. 8/26_ - - - ·
UPJUGHT PIANO, great condition, $375. 266·
45fl7, 277-6<104. 8/26
BICYCJ,ES; LOWEST ~PRICE;S~o~ fllgh <Juality
bicydcs. Some use<l, some on salo. R.C. HalleLL's
843-9378. tfn
.

---

1966 V.W. BUS rebuilt engine, clt•an, runs good.
$800 or best offer, Ca1!._8.~_6·63~: .~/~7~---··
20 PO~TADI,E 'l'·V's $30 to $60. 1~1 Wyoming
NE, 255-5987,

10/18

llANc"iGiXr1En~19 FT:r/miFINDER excell;~t
condition $400.296-8749. 8/27
----·
-~--,

~-~

··-~

----

CHER~Y RED OPEL Kadett, Canon rt!ngefindcr . THE COOPEHAGE HES'fAURAN'f, soon to open
at 7220 Lomas NE, is accepting applications for
camera, Rand 10-spced bike, 294-7462. 8/30
SINGER SEWING JlES'l' Buy left in layaway, not all positions. 255·1657.:~8:.:./..:.3.:...1_ _ _ _ _ __
claimed, equipped to buttonhole, .zigzag, pay $21
WANTED: CHILDCAHE, 15 hours per week
and take machine. 255·7535. 8/30
before an<j after school. Must have car. 266-2375
after 6. 8/31
STOP-DUE 'fO Divorce. Brand new 1977 Kirby,
assume payments of $7.47 a month. New Warran·
PAR'f TIME' JOB. Graduate students only. Must
t._l':.2~fi:7536, _8~30
be over 21 years old. N<•ed two part·time employ·
.ees for day work. Also have positions for Friduy
1974 THIUMPH 'l'HIPEN'l', 750cc motorcycle,
& Saturday nights. Apply in person only. No
excellent eonrlition, major tune 8/10/76, less than
phone l'ails please. Save Way Liquor Stores, 5704
500 miles, 256·429~ evenings, 8/31
Lomas NE, 5516 M~mml NE. 9/13
_ _ __

1972 400cc JAWA-CZ, Large tank, lengthened
swing-arm, curnutt shocks, Mikuni, & extras
$650. 265 0144. 8/26

~- -~-

KARMAN Glllll.-COMPLETELY restored.
NQW engine, brakes, Wired or CB, 293-5495.
8/27
PIONEEH STEHEO. Pioneer system, AM/FM
stereo, 8·track tape player, [Jlll range, jacks, sold
for much rnore. 'fake over payments of $7.85 a
month. 255-7535, 8/30
~-----

TYPING MANUSCRIPTS legal medical resumes,
theses, statistical, other.~6-4JJO·~ 8/~~-~- ~
J,SA'l'·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Pro·
f<•ssional Edul·ntors of New Mcxieo, Inc. 842·
5200. tfn

-·

-----

5.

FORRENT

STUDIO APARTMEN'l' $100 month, one year
le01se, Wayne Lar.orik 345-3844. _::81:_:2:.:7_ _ __
ROOMMATE WAN'l'ED to share house, two bed·
rooms, two baths, fireplace, no utilities, $100 per
month, Call Michael247·14:.:1..:.6_._9_:_/~1_ _ __

COLOR TV, llHAND name color & tint controls,
ROOMMA'fE WANTED for 2·bedroom luxury
blg screen, assume payments of $7 per month. Apt. 10 minutes from UNM, $115, 294-7462. 8/30
_ Now_"!"!"'Ji!!tx.,__2_5_5,7§a1,__ Htsn~.- - · - - - -GE STEREO Receiver AM/FM. S-track, $60, ROOMfrlOAHDtNEED responsible wmn:'l.n. to
_ Jive-in [private bedroom/bath) & care for two
898·4256 after 1>:00. 8/31
"hildren 8 & 6; Mondny·FI'iday 2:30 p.m.-9 p.m.
Nrim)RMA'l;-Bl~ACK llotl;· & case 50mm F/1.4 3 blocks _[I'om ~~!'ill'!· 265~5311!, 255-7225. 8~2!
BAHny·s wi:i~c·rnoNrc· nEr'Arrt:
Nikkor
lens,
24mm
F
/2,
8
Nikkor
l.ens,
105mm
P<~dro SI•J, 265-03!36. Color 'fVs, trtpc det•ks, stereo,
F/2.5 Nikkor lens, 2x Vivitar Tete Converter. RESPONSWLE WOMAN Grad to share pleasant
amplifiers, nuto radios: install burglar alarms.
Call293-7432. 8/31
___ ~---~-~- 2 bedrm duplex $70/mo plus utilities. 266-2194.
1G% discount for students with ID. Quick service.
8/30
Used 'J'Vs for sill e. ll/26
8x10 KODAK 2-D View carnera, extra 6x7 back
PAsspori·i·, IDENTiiircA.1'io_N_rrio'l'as:
extension rail, new bellows, $200. We buy & trade CI'l'ADEJ, APARTMEN'l'S~An apartment com
photo items. Wilson Camera, 3107 Central NE. plex for tho young and the young in heart. Rents
IJOWPSl pri<•es in town! li'ast, [lleasing, near LJNM.
8/26
stnrt at $145. Large .~wimming pool. Effiri<'nl'ics
Call 265 2444 or come Lo 1717 Girurd Dlvd. NE.
& 1·hdrrn nv<lilablc, furnished or unfurnished.
Lfn
KING-SIZED DOUBLE Bed. Moving, must sell.
Watkin~ rli~tnncc to UNM. 1520 Universitv NR
PHOTOGHAPHY
ENTI!llSIAS'l'S- Custom
Great shape $85,268-3477. 9/1
243-2-194. 9/8
proct•ssing and printing. Black & white only, high-, ----- ~~--·--·--~- -----~---------73 VW SQBCK manual $2100, Motel 6, 1701 Uni·
est quality. Tender love and rare. Cropping,
~··rsit~ NE, 5·Br_~,:_._G~oytia: 8/26 ·-~~--dodging, burning, spoiling. Dry mounting avail·
1974 VEGA S1'A'l'ION Wagon 4-sp~~d. excellent
!lhh•, Adviel• if usk\•d. Heason11ble prices. A-Pho·
condition, Must ::;ell, $1500, 256-7828. 9/3
tugraph,•r, 2G:i-2·1·H. H/26
FANTASTIC OPPOR'l'UNITY. Invest $10 &
----- -~~·-- ---------. --------·~-~--~~make $3,000 in 2 weeks. Send to NM Publications.
1'11.:;, WILl, 'I'U'l'OI! Math, Physh·s and statistics
APOI,LO 10 ROYAL EI,ECTRIC Typewriter
262 0517 nights 6 9. 8/27
P.O. Box 173, Albuquerqu<•, New Mexico 87103.
witl1 cnse $69.95, Gunrunner Pawn, 3107 Central
9/1

-i jas;-;;

--

WANTED: HANDYMAN/Helper f~r disabl.ed.
Small apartment in return for serv1ces. Wrttc:
Disabled, P.O. Box 3424, City 87110 with resume
and photo. lli/Gay UNM Graduate Student pre·
ferrecl. 8/31
MINORITY PROGHAM in Nursing needs tutors
for: Bio. 123: Bio. 237; Bio. 239; Chern. 141; Chern.
281; Math 102. Call277-2507. 8/31

7.

TRAVEL

CARPOOL-from Santa Fe to UNM, Mon.-Wed,
classes. Call Cam 982-0710. 9/1
FLY TO EUROPE inexpensively, reliably. Inter•
continental '!'ravel Centre, 107 Girard Bi¥d. SE,
Suite L, 255-6830. 8/31

~--~-~~·~------·~----·

6.

EMPLOYMENT

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

BIRKENS'rOCK FOOTPRINT sandal trade-in
sale, $5 off for your old shoes thru 8/31/76. Wild
~ose with Body Bu_e_n_:'_- 2910 Ct•ntral SE.~6~ _
BICYC£,1<1 RIMS WANTED 344-8276. 9/1
CHJI,D C1\HE. La Puerta ell• los Ninos. Innovative, non<·ompetiliVt'. c{~rti£ird h•at•hrrs. Mal~ anrl
ft•male •taff. I•'icld trips. Gardening. State
lil'!'OSI'S. :!701 c:arlisle NK Phone 344-6559. 8/26
.

I•'RI~E:

----

IH;AlfTIFlJL
255·5460. 8/30

Economical basics. Powerful slide rules.
And, a programmable·powerhouse.
TI-120t>

Tl-1250

Tl-1600.

Tl-1650

Goes where you go. Adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides. Percentage, too. Automatic constant.
Full floating decimaL 8-digit display. Replaceable battery. Optional
adapter available.

Everything the Tl-1200 has-plus.
Full function memory: add, subtract, recall or clear with a single
keystroke. Also, a change sign key.
Replaceable battery. Optional
adapter available.

$995*

Super slim. High-styled. Four functions. Percent key. Automatic constant. 8-digit display is easy on the
eyes. Use it 3 to 5 hours before
recharging. AC adapter/charger
and carrying case.
·

$1295*

$2495*

Super slim. Powerful 4-key
memory. A change-sign key. Press
the keys just as you would state the
problem,. Fast-charge battery offers 3 to 5 hours continuous use.
Adapter and carrying case
included.

$2995*

HR-50A

SH-51A

The classic slide rule calculator.
Algebraic keyboard and sum-ofproducts capability with singlefunction keys. Versatile memory:
add, store, or retrieve data. Set
angles to degrees or radians. Calculates to 13-digits, display rounds
to 10. Operates on rechargeable
battery pack.

Even more power. Three user-accessible memories. Least square
linear regression. Factorials. Random numbers. Permutations.
Mean, variance, and standard deviation. 20-conversions. And more
-plus, everything that can be done
on the SR-50A. AC adapter/ charger included.

$5995*

Saves working with books of tables
and charts. Financial and statistical
operations are preprogrammed.
Handles: annuity, simple and compound interest, sinking fund, amortization, cash flow, cost control
and depreciation- and more. AC
adapter/charger and carrying case
included.
·'

$7995*

Super slide rule that's programmable. A powerhouse. 10 memories. 100 program steps. 9 levels of
parentheses, 4.1evels of subroutine.
AOS (Algebraic Operating System)
lets you handle complex problems
naturally, left-to-right. Battery
pack, AC adapter/charger and Applications library.

$4995*

$10995*

TI Business Analyst

SH-56

Special S.R-56 $10.00 rebate.
-------------------------------------------- -------------~------------------,

Texas Instruments will rebate $10.00 of your original
SR-56 purchase price when you return this coupon
and your SR-56 customer information card postmarked no later than October 31,1976. To apply:
I
1. Fill out this coupon
I
2. Fill out special serralized customer information
I
card inside SR-56 box
I
I
3. Return completed coupon and information card to:
I
I
Special Campus Offer
l
P.O. Box 1210
I
Richardson, Texas 75080
I
L----- ~ - -- ........... - --- ~ - ~ ..... ~ ~ ~ - - - - ........... - ~ - - - - - .... - - ~ - - - ,~. - - .._.

• Suggested ret~ II pnct
' · 1975 Texas Instruments Incorporated

Name
Address
City

State

Ur11verstty

Name of SA-56 Retailer
SR~56

Serial No. (from back of calculator)
Please allow 30 days lor rebate

-------------~-------------------

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
lNCOR.PORATED

.. ,.,,,..,, ..

65535

~---·--·-

--

I•'EMALI•: cat, spayed.

